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Welcome to Colchester’s second 
Annual Economic Report,  
a ‘state of the Borough’ digest to 
help businesses plan for  
the future.

The Colchester Annual Economic 
Report 2016/7 contains

This Annual Economic Report is one of a number of publications aimed at helping existing 
local businesses with their growth plans. We also hope that it offers a high-level snapshot 
of Colchester to potential inward investors.

The www.colchesterultraready.co.uk website has more information for business which 
will be useful in planning business finance, managing costs, sourcing the right skills 
and seeking properties/locations for growth.

Colchester Borough Council, Economic Development 
Rowan House, 33 Sheepen Road, Colchester, Essex, UK, CO3 3WG

Tel +44 (1) 206 282915
Email: enterprise@colchester.gov.uk
Twitter: @colchbusiness

  A dashboard of key economic indicators featuring the latest 
data available on business demography, population headlines, 
employment, earnings, skills and house price trends.

  Snapshots of some employment sectors identified as key drivers of 
economic growth.

  More about Colchester's ambitions to be 'Digitally Distinctive' and 
the benefits that this could bring to business, local people and the 
environment.

  Information about how Colchester is an emerging hub for tech in  
the East of England.

  A summary of how the University of Essex is increasing its  
economic impact.

  An overview of how Colchester is:
– competing in the race for funding
– planning to accommodate growing businesses
– helping businesses
– planning for future growth in Garden Communities

The employment sectors featured in this report have been identified, along with others, in 
Colchester’s Economic Growth Strategy 2015-21 (September 2015) as key to Colchester’s 
future economic prosperity.
www.colchesterultraready.co.uk
www.colchester.gov.uk/economicstrategy



Business Demography
ONS Crown copyright reserved (Nomis, 2017).

Total GVA
Gross Value Added (GVA) is the measure of goods and services produced in an area and an increase in 
GVA indicates economic growth.

Productivity of the economy is measured by GVA (Gross Value Added) which is calculated from the total sum 
of income generated in an area over a year (the sum of wages, profits and rents). An alternative and equivalent 
definition is the value of gross output less purchases of intermediate goods and services.
Colchester’s total GVA was estimated at £3.67 billion for 2017. In the same year, the figure was £28.71 billion 
for Essex and for the Region, £130.00 billion. 

However, labour productivity (GVA per worker), which gives an indication of the efficiency of labour in terms 
of output produced per job, stood at £37,700 per worker in 2017, lower than the County (£40,000) and  Regional 
(£40,800) levels.  
This reflects the concentration of care, retail, leisure and hospitality employment within Colchester and 
indicates the scope to enhance the Borough’s productivity levels and output in the future, particularly if more 
of Colchester’s highly paid residents can be encouraged to work in the Borough. 
Labour productivity has been increasing in Colchester and, although lower than the averages for Essex and the 
Region, the predicted trend indicates that growth in line with those areas for the Borough to 2021.

Source: GVA series from East of England Forecasting Model, 2016

Source: GVA series from East of England Forecasting Model, 2016 (2011 prices)

Source: ONS 2016

GVA and productivity  
- GVA per employee (£000s) 2012-21

Figures may differ by small amounts from those published in ONS ouputs due to the 
application of a different rounding methodology.

Commentary
There has been a 9.4% increase in the number of businesses in Colchester from 
2010 to 2016. 83.1% of businesses in 2016 were Micro (0 – 9 employees), 13.5% were 
Small (10 – 49) and only 3.4% were Medium or Large (50 employees and above).

Micro [0 to 9]

Small [10 to 49]

Medium [50 to 249]

Large [250+]

BUSINESS COUNTS: YEARLY TOTALS

2010 : 7380 2011 : 7,230 2012 : 7,280 2013 : 7,245 2014 : 7,435 2015 : 7,905 2016 : 8,070

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Colchester 3,345 3,304 3,410 3,493 3,580 3,671 3,761 3,855 3,954 4,057

Essex 24,921 25,459 26,528 27,273 27,986 28,711 29,427 30,164 30,918 31,693

East 112,898 115,378 120,029 123,339 126,616 130,007 133,388 136,876 140,426 144,057

UNDER 16s 16 – 64 65+

35,000 119,500 32,100

Mid-2016 Population Estimates
Since the 2011 Census, there has been an estimated increase of 7.8% in Colchester’s population. The latest data, 
mid-2016, estimates the total population of the Borough to be 186,600.
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Employment and Unemployment Data Skills, Qualifications and Apprenticeships

Commentary
Colchester’s working age population (16-64) is a greater share of total population than the Great Britain average. 
Similarly, there are more employed and self-employed people (In Employment) in the Borough and fewer Unemployed 
people than their shares at the National level. Only the East outperforms the Borough’s economic activity rates across 
the board. The employment rate has risen in Colchester and is now almost 76 per cent compared to 72.5% in 2010. 

Commentary
Since 2010 there has been a 
considerable increase in the population 
of Colchester holding NVQ 2 and above 
–level qualifications.  This is more 
pronounced for those holding Level 3 
and 4 or equivalent qualifications.Percentage of population 

economically active, in 
employment (employees and 
self-employed) 
and unemployed: Colchester, 
East and Great Britain, 2016

Source: ONS,  
Annual Population Survey 

Compared to Essex 
and Great Britain, 
Colchester Borough 
has a notably higher 
skilled population 
with almost 80% 
of the working 
age population 
holding an NVQ2 
or above equivalent 
qualification and a 
much lower share of 
the population with no 
qualifications at all.

Estimated percentage of the population by qualification level, 2016:
Colchester, Essex and Great Britain

Change in percentage of population by qualification level, Colchester: 2010 and 2016

Apprenticeship starts by Colchester and Essex 
residents – full years: 2012/13-2015/16

Apprenticeship starts by Colchester residents related to subject area:

ESB District Profile and Evidence Base Summary 2017/18

Commentary
Available statistics show a varying level 
of participation by Colchester residents 
in apprenticeship training.  Compared to 
Essex, the Borough accounts for 10% of 
all apprenticeship starts.

Source: ONS Annual 
Population Survey 2016

Skills – qualifications and apprenticeships
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Housing: ownership affordability

New housing completions

Commentary
By dividing the house price for a 
given area by average earnings a ratio 
is produced which is an indicator of 
relative affordability. The higher the 
ratio the more unaffordable it is for a 
resident to purchase a house in a given 
area. 

Overall affordability has declined 
significantly at England, County and 
Borough levels since 1997 when it 
required around 4x average annual 
earnings to get on the housing ladder 
to 2016 when it had more than doubled 
that rate at Borough and County levels, 
respectively, 8.7x and 10.2x annual 
earnings and 7.2x at the national level.

Colchester’s build rate far exceeds that 
of other Essex authorities and in 2015/16 
it accounted for 15% of all new housing 
in the County.  Besides locational and 
market factors, this reflects the Council’s 
willingness to work with developers to bring 
schemes forward, including a negotiated 
approach to scheme cost appraisals.  The 
Council expects to be able to continue a 
high rate of delivery and to achieve a target 
around the 920 units per year figure over 
the Local Plan period to 2033.  
On average, 24% of all new homes built in 
the Borough have been “affordable” since 
2011/12.  Of these, Council-negotiated 
developer-led affordable housing has 
accounted for 72% of all affordable 
dwellings delivered.

Ratio of lower quartile house price to lower quartile gross annual  
workplace-based earnings:  Colchester, Essex and England, 1997-2016 
(ONS)

Housing completions against targets, Colchester Borough: 2001/02-2016/17

Market and affordable housing completions, 
Colchester Borough: 2011/12-2016/17

CBC Planning and Housing Strategy 

Earnings by Residence

No. of households by income-band (£000), 
Colchester Borough, 2016

Gross weekly pay (£) by residence: all full-time workers, 2010-2016 

Earnings by place of residence (2016) (£)

Commentary
There are an estimated 
76,224 households in 
Colchester. Of these, 
around 50% earn or 
have an income of under 
£35,000 per annum while 
just under 5% earn or 
have an income of over 
£100,000 per annum.

Commentary
The level of new homes completed in 
the Borough has continued at a high 
overall level – the trend line shows 
delivery overall at a higher rate than 
the average annual planning target. 
This indicates that the problem of 
affordability in the Borough is not 
related to supply but to price/income.

Commentary
Earnings for male full-time workers in 
Colchester are higher than those for the 
Region and for Great Britain. However, the 
overall average weekly earnings of all full-time 
workers in the Borough are lower than the 
Region and only slightly higher than the 
GB level owing to the much lower earnings 
of female full-time workers in Colchester 
compared to those geographies.

Commentary
Since 2010 gross weekly earnings 
for full-time workers in the 
Borough have been above the 
average for Great Britain but 
below those for the Region 
although the most recent data 
(2016) indicates that Colchester 
is moving closer to the regional 
average.

The distribution of households by income band suggests the average household income is £37,368 per annum. 
However, the same data shows that the most common (modal) household income is much less, around £21,715 
per annum.  Source: CACI from Hometrack

Source: ONS annual survey of hours and 
earnings - resident analysis
Notes:  Median earnings in pounds for 
employees living in the area.
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Colchester:  
an emerging hub for tech in the east
Colchester is best known as Britain’s oldest recorded town and first city. Today it has a 
vision to be the best-connected place in the East of England and a magnet for the creative, 
media and other technologically innovative industries.  
Recent work in partnership with leading tech publishers, UK Tech News, showcases the 
scope, scale and potential of the tech community in and around Colchester, particularly 
its strengths in marketing, gaming, digital media and data analytics. It is hoped that it 
will galvanise local tech businesses and strengthen the sector network stimulating further 
collaborative working and productive partnerships.

Download a copy of the UK Tech News Colchester tech supplement from  
www.uktech.news/guides/colchester-tech-hub 

There are several work strands identified 
in the delivery plan and it is hoped that we 
will be successful in a funding bid from the 
DCMS’s £200m Local Full Fibre Networks 
broadband infrastructure development 
programme.  The work strands include:

  Extending the reach of Ultrafast 
Broadband right across the Borough

  Taking an ‘infrastructure first’ 
approach to developing employment 
land by installing Gigabit connectivity 
ahead of development

  Targeting tech companies for inward 
investment

  Promoting Colchester as a testbed for 
5G connectivity

  Showcasing ‘Smart City’ innovations 
to help manage traffic congestion and 
air quality

  Assessing whether Colchester could 
host an internet exchange as part of 
the UK’s national infrastructure

The next decade will see a dramatic 
increase in demand for ultra-fast 
connectivity, driven by Smart Cities, the 
introduction of 5G mobile technology, 
ultra-high-definition video streaming 
services and the ‘Internet of Things’ (a 
mesh of connected devices, including 
household appliances and personal health 
monitors). Colchester Borough Council’s 
Digital Strategy aims to deliver the best 

economic and social outputs from these 
innovations, ensuring a future-proofed 
infrastructure will be in place to cope with 
future demands. 

Colchester’s population is predicted to 
grow by 9.6% - some 17,000 people – over 
the coming decade. Providing high quality 
employment opportunities to this growing 
population demands the Council makes the 
best use of the available employment land. 
This guiding principle has been embedded 
in the parts of the Digital Strategy focused 
on the Northern Gateway, as well as East 
and West Colchester. 

Colchester can successfully position 
itself as a leader among the UK towns 
and cities vying for investment in digital 
innovation, mobile telephony of the 
future, software development and the 
development of “smart” devices. The 
Strategy describes how ultra-fast and the 
“Smart City” technologies it enables, can be 
best shaped to the profile of the economy 
of the Borough. Key interfaces with the 
education, care and health sectors are 
identified, as well as how the challenges of 
road congestion, air quality and the ever-
growing demand for energy, can be better 
addressed.

Download a copy of Colchester’s Digital 
Strategy: www.colchesterultraready.co.uk/
digistrat 

Colchester recently announced its intention to further its economic growth plans through 
improving connectivity.  Colchester’s Digital Strategy sets out its intention to become 
the best-connected place in the Eastern region making it a magnet for creative, digital, 
technology and IT businesses. Capable of competing with the better-known tech clusters 
around the UK like Edinburgh, Cambridge and Bristol.

Going for Digital Distinctiveness 

Colchester has become one of the major 
hubs for ‘tech’ in Essex and the East of 
England employing nearly 5,000 people in 
digital and creative industries. 

It is at the cutting edge of technological development with 
key investment in digital infrastructure through ultrafast 
connectivity. Already home to almost 700 companies the 
opportunities for tech companies in Colchester are huge. 

Colchester is in the top 11% of fastest connected 
locations across EU and Top 1% in the UK.



Ultrafast Broadband Gigabit 
Connectivity Installed, next step 
Colchester as a 5G pilot town?

Mercury Theatre: Sharing stories, making 
memories, changing lives
The Mercury Theatre’s team worked with the 
Council’s Economic Development team to help 
develop the case for significant investment 
in its ‘Mercury Rising’ project, an £8.9m 
extension and refurbishment of the Mercury 
Theatre. The Mercury has already raised £7m 
from Arts Council England, ECC, Colchester 
Borough Council and the South East Local 
Economic Partnership (SELEP) and are actively 
fundraising to raise the outstanding £1.7m.

Colchester: Turning up the Heat
Colchester Borough Council is set to deliver a 
unique pilot project in the Northern Gateway.  
The plan is showcase an ‘infrastructure 
first’ approach to build, by installing a heat 
network alongside Ultrafast Fibre Broadband 
– providing both low carbon heat and Gigabit 
connectivity to this new development.  
£3.5m of Government funding from the Heat 
Networks Investment Pilot (HNIP) scheme has 
been key to unlocking this initiative, making 
Colchester one of only nine schemes in the UK 
to have been awarded funding and the only 
scheme to look at using a water as a heat source 
via a water source heat pump.

Working in Partnership with our 
Neighbouring Districts to deliver Garden 
Communities
In 2015 the Government invited proposals 
for new ‘garden developments’ across the UK 
as a way of tackling the housing crisis.  The 
partnership of Colchester Borough Council, 
Tendring and Braintree District Councils has 
been awarded £1.4m over the past two years to 
develop these locations to a point where local 
communities can be consulted.

Greenstead Estate Regeneration Bid: 
Tamarisk Way
This is a joint project between CBC and 
Genesis Housing Association as the two main 
land owners, in addition to ECC and local 
businesses. The Government’s Department for 
Communities and Local Government (DCLG) 
has granted funding of £285,000 to enable 
technical studies to take place a project to 
regenerate the centre of the Greenstead estate.  
As well as retail and housing the entire estate 
would benefit and the health, housing, well-
being and life opportunities of residents would 
be improved. 

If you’re a smartphone user, you’ve probably noticed a 3G or 4G symbol appearing at the top 
of your screen. This denotes the type of mobile network that’s connecting your phone to the 
internet in the absence of a Wi-Fi hotspot.

There have been four main generations of mobile network connectivity since the 1980s, each 
made up of various technologies and standards. 3G literally means ‘third generation’ while 4G 
stands for ‘fourth generation’. The ‘fifth generation’ of mobile network, 5G, is up next.

5G will revolutionise mobile communications by providing the kind of ultrafast speeds made 
possible only by fibre – but without the cables. It will facilitate fundamentally new uses of 
connectivity, including:

5G is a fundamentally new technology still being standardised by the international and UK 
authorities. Colchester’s existing fibre infrastructure lends itself naturally to the deployment of 
the dense network of transmitters that 5G will need. We aspire to be one of the first locations 
in the UK to see 5G up and running – both in the testing phase, and when the first consumer 
devices become available around 2020. 

We are talking with the Government’s Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport 
(DCMS) and the leading mobile telephony operators about how a test bed could emerge in 
Colchester during 2018. Colchester is primed for this work, given the cutting-edge work being 
undertaken by the Radio Convergence Laboratory, one of our local technical partners, of the 
University of Essex. Additionally, Colchester is home to a growing number of SME developers 
of Smart Devices and the software platforms that underpin them. These will benefit from the 
development and deployment of 5G, which is a core infrastructure of the future that Colchester 
is determined to be part of. 

  the development of self-driving vehicles

  the ability to carry out remote surgery

  Smart Cities in which machines are connected to each other and to 
people and rural connectivity that finally provides the benefits only people 
in urban areas currently enjoy from super- and ultrafast broadband. 

How Colchester is Competing 
in the Race for Funding

Cuts to Local Government finance are driving change. One of the ways this challenge is 
being addressed is to apply for grant income for project based work, often in partnership 
with others. 2017 was a successful year for Colchester’s Commercial team.  Here is a short 
summary of what was awarded, where from and what for.

Other significant bids are in the pipeline to fund a variety of projects which will enable 
Colchester to fulfil its economic need and potential.



SPACE FOR GROWTH
Commercial land available at Colchester’s Northern Gateway

A brand new destination for business is being created in north Colchester.  With anchor 
developments already in place and others in the pipeline, Colchester’s Northern Gateway 
is emerging as a new business, sport, leisure and residential destination of regional 
significance.
This growth area, adjacent to Junction 28 on the A12, provides the perfect opportunity for 
occupiers seeking a top quality site in a highly accessible location.  The Northern Gateway 
area will showcase schemes which have exceptional design, build upon the strong green 
credentials in the original vision and benefit from an ‘infrastructure first’ approach to 
development which will see ultrafast broadband connectivity and localised heat networks 
put in place before individual sites are developed.  This work is currently underway.
The Council owns 250 acres (101ha) of developable land at Northern Gateway with just 
under 20 acres (8ha) being promoted for development of high quality offices.  The Council is 
happy to consider a range of flexible options associated with development on the sites.
www.northerngatewaycolchester.co.uk 
Email: karen.turnbull@colchester.gov.uk if you would like to find out more about this space.

Start-up to Maturity: How Colchester  
is assessing the business life-cycle

The Business space offer at Colchester’s Northern Gateway 
19 acres (7.6HA) of employment land is available at Colchester’s Northern 
Gateway development, located just off the A12 trunk road and is just 1 mile from 
Colchester’s mainline rail station.

A brand new place for business; a place for people, a place where people want to be.

Land wholly in Council ownership allows for a flexible range of development 
options to be explored.

Sites benefit from an ‘infrastructure first’ approach in respect of ultrafast 
connectivity and heat sources.

Demand is 
there – but 
is it enough 
demand?
Following an 
investment of £2.6m 
and a refurbishment 
project managed 
by Colchester 
Borough Council, 
Space Studios now 
operates a highly 
popular creative 
and digital business 
centre at 37 Queen 
Street.  More than 40 
creative and digital 
businesses are based 
there and there is a 
waiting list. Building 
on the success of 
the Parkside Office 
Development at the 
University of Essex, 
work is now under 
way to develop a 
£10m Innovation 
Centre providing 
space and start-
up support for 50 
companies.

It’s important, given Colchester’s rate of growth, that a close eye is 
kept on business needs.  The growth in ‘start-up’ space in recent years 
such as the creative business centre at SPACE Studios in Queen Street 
and the Parkside Office development at the University of Essex’s 
Knowledge Gateway, filled much-needed demand for space for start-
up micro-businesses.  But what happens when those businesses grow?  
Is there a need for ‘grow-on’ space and why might the commercial 
market not be satisfying this demand?  

It is often the case that returns on investment are more favourable 
from other types of development, the risks are perceived to be 
relatively high as young businesses look for short tenancies and land 
values have risen to a point where development is not viable.

This still leaves Colchester with the thorny issue of how to retain 
growing companies; especially creative and digital/tech companies 
as this is a key sector for growth in Colchester.  This is why the 
Council has commissioned Creative Space Management to produce a 
feasibility study to look at and compare the economic potential of two 
locations for grown-on space: Cuckoo Farm piggeries in the Northern 
Gateway and the former bus station depot in St Botolph’s Street.

This project is in its early stages but if the study proves feasible and 
funding can be sourced, it is hoped that this new grow-on space 
will enhance and work alongside current studios such as 15 and 37 
Queen Street.  The aim being to provide a dynamic environment in 
which creative businesses can thrive, link to the existing cultural 
and creative industries within the town, attract and develop a critical 
mass of talented people and enterprises, and make Colchester a more 
attractive place for inward investment, growing the creative economy.

The report is due in Spring 2018 and, if demand and commercial 
sustainability can be demonstrated, a second research project will 
look at further designs and business modelling so see where and how 
grow-on space could be developed in Colchester.

Though still to be formally adopted, the report does highlight that:
  There is a strong creative, digital/tech hub in Colchester
  The annual growth rate of these companies is about 10%
  44% are start-ups (0-5 years old)
  24% are young companies (5-10 years old)
  Colchester is a key location for start-ups and growth compared to other local towns



Update on: University of Essex 
impressive 11% improvement 
in economic impact 

Care Sector Grows and 
Innovates in Colchester

The University of Essex contributes more than £500m to the UK economy, a rise of 11% 
compared to the previous year, according to its latest Economic Impact Report.
The report shows the University has broken through the half billion pound mark for 
economic impact for the first time as it attracted record numbers of students and turnover 
reached well over £200m.
The total figure combines the University’s total revenue across its three campuses and the 
indirect contribution to the economy through research, business collaboration and the 
cutting-edge courses delivered to more than 13,000 students.
In Colchester the University has invested nearly £15m in creating world-class infrastructure 
at the Knowledge Gateway research and technology park on its Colchester Campus. The first 
phase of Parkside Office Village has already attracted more than 20 businesses and work 
on the next phase of Parkside will start in the autumn. Work has also started on the £10m 
Innovation Centre, which will welcome more than 50 businesses.
This will allow more businesses to benefit from close links with a ‘dual intensive’ university 
- Gold rated in this year’s Teaching Excellence Framework and ranked in the UK top 20 for 
research excellence. It is also in the top 10 in the UK for Innovate UK’s Knowledge Transfer 
Partnerships.
University of Essex Vice-Chancellor Professor 
Anthony Forster said: "The University is a 
powerhouse that helps to boost productivity and 
drive growth through life-changing research and 
innovation.”
"We’re making an important contribution to the 
economy of the East of England and the UK and we 
want to take that even further in the future." 

Growth in the Care Economy in Colchester

Colchester   2013  2017  % change
Number of businesses  155  180  16%
Number of employees  4590  5525  20%

Though immediately associated with older 
people there is equal need for care for 
‘pre-schoolers’ which are also projected to 
grow with an anticipated additional 25,790 
new babies being born by 2025.
Those healthcare needs are being played 
out in the economy with new care 
businesses being formed in the Borough. 
And demand continues to rise.  It’s 
anticipated that there will be increased 
demand for home care and tele-care 
services as the high costs of nursing and 
residential care stimulates more home-
based provision of services. 
The rise in tele-services is expected to 
lead to a rise in health care positions 
outside of traditional institutions e.g. 
healthcare call centres. 
An interesting example in primary care 
is The University of Essex School of 
Computer Science, which is currently 
working on an interesting knowledge 

exchange project with Stowmarket based 
Orbital Media to develop a virtual GP 
service using Artificial Intelligence. 
If fully developed the service would focus 
on minor ailments, such as colds, coughs, 
flu and hay fever, as these take up a vast 
amount of GP time and this approach 
could save the NHS millions a year.
New technology also brings into focus 
the need for the health care system to 
embrace prevention and the promotion 
of healthy lifestyles.  It’s anticipated that 
this will lead to a rise in associated jobs, 
for example, health and fitness trainers, 
and therapeutic services. 
With an additional £4m being put into 
Innovate UK to provide grants to assist 
the development of new care products 
many more new innovations in health and 
social care can be expected in the next few 
years.

At 65.5m the UK population in 2016 was at its largest ever.  
Improvements in healthcare and lifestyles mean the population is also 
getting older. In 2015 an estimated 31,500 people were aged 65+ in 
Colchester forming an estimated 17% of the Borough’s population. 

11,530 
students2,000

Staff
Contribution

to local 
economy

£38m

Economic
impact

£478m

2,000
additional

jobs

The economic impact of the 
University of Essex Campus



Opportunities for Growth in 
Colchester’s SME Construction Sector

Foreign Direct Investment in Colchester 
reveals an interesting picture

*It is anticipated that The Garden Communities would contribute a total of 
2500 homes to 2033. The rest of their growth will be from 2034 and beyond. 
The 2500 figure is part of the 920 homes a year target for the period of the 
Local Plan.

Colchester has a thriving and diverse economy but it is important to understand its 
various characteristics in these changing times.  Colchester Borough Council recently 
worked in partnership with University of Essex Intern, Ken Lee, to produce a baseline 
position of FDI in Colchester so that comparisons can be made in future as the 
implications of Brexit unfold. This research tells us that:

Commenting on the report, Councillor Tim Young, Portfolio Holder for Business and 
Culture, said: “The report has been really useful in highlighting how important FDI is to 
Colchester’s economy in terms of jobs and turnover.  It was particularly interesting to see 
how Non-EU is more significant in terms of jobs and turnover than the EU. However, we 
absolutely appreciate how EU related products and services in Colchester businesses may 
well contribute to important supply chains elsewhere in the UK." 
It is important to separate FDI from exporting which is not covered by this report. Many 
British owned companies located in Colchester export successfully around the globe and 
employ many local people.  However, they are separate to foreign owned enterprises where 
company decisions are made overseas.

  At least 50 business units were foreign 
owned in Colchester at the end of 
2016 (of 7% of all business units in the 
Borough) 

  Though small in number these 
businesses make a significant 
contribution to the Borough’s turnover 
– 38%, and they employ almost 10,000 
people (11.2% of total employment)

  The majority are long established 
businesses

  At 60% the European Economic Area is 
the region with the largest number of 
foreign ownerships however: 

 the EU proportion of FDI owned 
companies represents 2% of 
employment – 1794 jobs and £463.6m 
of the Borough’s turnover (5.2%).

 The non-EU proportion of FDI 
owned enterprises represents 9.2% of 
employment – 8128 jobs and £2946m 
of the Borough’s turnover (32.9%)

  The top three countries owning 
Colchester companies were: Germany 
(40%), Ireland (19%) and Spain/
Luxembourg (6%)

  Middle sized companies rather than 
large or micro businesses are most 
common at 56% and these typically 
employ between 10-149 people 

	The sectors most represented by 
FDI are communications, arts 
and recreation closely followed by 
manufacturing. Communications, arts 
and manufacturing were identified 
as key sectors for future growth 
in Colchester’s Economic Growth 
Strategy 2015-21

Colchester Construction 
Snapshot: 

  Construction employs 3,864 
people - almost 5% of the 
Borough’s workforce 

  Accounts for 1,080 businesses, 
some 13.4% of the stock; 

  Forming a significant cluster 
in North Essex.

With significant growth planned in housing, schools and 
infrastructure builders and allied trades can be confident of a full 
order book for years to come. Yet there has only been marginal 
growth in the number of construction businesses in Colchester 
compared to growth in the rest of Essex in recent years.
Colchester Borough Council is working with the 
Essex Skills Board (ESB) to encourage the local 
construction industry to go for growth.  To counter 
the risk of significant skills shortages that could be 
associated with this level of opportunity the ESB is 
working with schools and colleges, as well as major 
employers in the Borough to encourage take up of 
apprenticeships and encourage young people into 
the industry.  Colchester Institute has a variety of 
courses on its Braintree and Colchester campuses and 
Anglia Ruskin University offers Degree level options 
in supporting skills such as Quantity Surveying.

The stability in the Borough’s business stock 
has meant that its workforce headcount has only fallen slightly and, over the period, 
employment change in the Borough’s sector has not been as volatile as at County level. No 
doubt due to the continued high level of housing development in Colchester.  

And with an anticipated additional 920 homes a year to be built until 2033* the pipeline 
for housing development in Colchester Borough alone is a message of confidence for 
construction entrepreneurs.  But that’s not all.  Neighbouring authorities have equally 
ambitious housing plans with an additional 716 a year in Braintree and 550 in Tendring 
delivering 43,720 new homes across the three districts by 2033.

Population growth demands more schools and improved infrastructure and there 
are plans to extend existing and build new schools across North Essex.  In terms of 
infrastructure and large scale building projects the pipeline also looks healthy. Imminent 
projects such as the new arrivals hall at Stansted Airport, expansion of Sizewell and, 
potentially, Bradwell Nuclear Power Stations, A12/A120 widening as well as the Colchester 
Northern Gateway sport, leisure and business destination, the Stanway retail development 
and significant growth at the University of Essex will draw on construction companies 
from around the region.



Update on...
Colchester’s Skills & 
Employment Profile - 
Colchester has a working age population of 91,800 people of whom 81% are employees and 
19% are self-employed.  As a regional sub-centre, the Borough also attracts its workforce 
from neighbouring authorities in North Essex and South Suffolk.  

Population is rising year on year too and is projected to rise from 183,939 in 2014 to 199,900 
in 2024 – a rise of 8.7%. 

Colchester is well positioned to retain more talent with a range of high quality education 
options which are providing an abundance of talent to help their businesses grow and 
prosper.  

Schools
Colchester’s secondary schools are performing well with the majority scoring higher than 
average in Progress 8 including Colchester County High School for Girls which had the 
highest score in Essex and is in the top 10 nationally for Progress 8 and GCSE results.  Along 
with Colchester Royal Grammar School, Colchester High School for Girls were both ranked 
‘Outstanding’ by Ofsted.

Further Education
Excellence continues with the Silver rated* Colchester Institute as the Further Education 
College, which offers a variety of courses which can service the administrative and financial 
functions for local businesses such as the AAT qualification in accounting, and various 
courses and apprenticeships in business administration which can assist with purchase 
order processing. 

In addition Colchester Institute offers highly regarded courses covering construction related 
practical skills which will be in high demand with housing growth and key infrastructure 
projects in the pipeline.

The pipeline of science and mathematics skills is strong in 6th Form with around 300 
students qualifying in these subjects a year. 

*Teaching Excellence Framework ratings 2017

Apprenticeship starts in Colchester 2015/6
Of the 1460 apprenticeship starts strength in Colchester’s key sectors for growth, with people, 
many over the age of 25, starting apprenticeships.

Strong STEM and Apprenticeship numbers 
With 335 students (44% of the total) studying science and maths Colchester’s 6th Form is 
feeding a large number of STEM students into local further and higher education. It’s no 
surprise to see that Colchester schools’ proactive approach to STEM-related activities and 
events in competitions and in partnership with business is fuelling this interest.  
Investment is reinforcing the trend: Colchester Institute has also just opened two STEM 
centres: a £10m centre on its Colchester campus focusing on construction, engineering and 
healthcare and a £5.6m STEM Innovation Centre on its Braintree campus.  Both Centres have 
a key focus on working in partnership with local employers to tackle skills shortages and 
enhancing apprenticeship delivery.
A new £10m teaching centre for STEM students is to be built at the University of Essex 
creating a ‘Science Square’ at the Colchester campus.  

Subject     Percentage  Number of people
Health, public service and care  34%  496
Business administration and law  28%  409
Retail     18%  263
Engineering and  
manufacturing technologies  10%  146
Construction, Planning and  
the built environment   3%  44
Leisure, travel and tourism  3%  44
ICT     2%  29

Other subjects    2%  29

Compared to Essex and Great Britain, Colchester Borough has a 
notably higher skilled population with almost 80% of the working age 
population holding an NVQ2 or above equivalent qualification and a 
much lower share of the population with no qualifications at all.



The University of Essex in Colchester contributes some £500m to the UK 
economy and that figure rose by 11% on 2016’s figure – impressive!

Attracting record numbers of students the University has ambitious growth plans in the next few 
years. Recently awarded Gold status in the Teaching Excellence Framework, Essex is one of the UK’s 
most international Universities with students from over 150 countries

Growth at the Colchester campus is well under way with £250m being invested in world-class 
infrastructure across the campus including RIBA award-winning architecture.

With its world-leading expertise in sensor management and artificial intelligence – the University 
of Essex is part of a consortium of UK universities which were recently awarded £42m to develop the 
National Centre for Nuclear Robotics in particular to focus its research on the minimising the effects 
of nuclear radiation on robotic performance.

Essex’s School of Computer Science and Electronic Engineering has significant strength in artificial 
intelligence, sensor technology and management, computer and communications security and is 
currently BT’s second largest university collaborator after the University of Cambridge. 

The University of Essex is also in the UK top 10 for Knowledge Transfer Partnerships.   These 
involve postgraduate students to working on a company-specific research project with support from 
University faculty and its research assets. 

University of Essex providing a pipeline of 
high-quality skills and business support

North Essex 
Garden Communities

Garden 
Communities

where we are now 
and next steps

You may have read about proposals to create three new ‘Garden 
Communities’ across North Essex over the next 30+ years. 

More information on the programme is at www.ne-gc.co.uk and if 
you have comments or ideas we would welcome feedback from you 
via negc@colchester.goc.uk 

A joint project between Braintree and Tendring 
District, Colchester Borough and Essex County 
Councils, they have stemmed from the need for a 
new way to deliver long-term housing provision, 
moving away from traditional private sector led 
developments.

Proposing a unique and visionary approach to 
housing and associated infrastructure delivery, 
the development of the new communities will 
be led by the Councils themselves, meaning the 
ability to control the design, the types of housing, 
the speed of build and importantly ensure the 
necessary infrastructure is delivered ahead of or 
alongside the homes. 

There are many advantages to this approach, 
and while these developments are an answer to 
the housing-need conundrum, they also offer an 
exciting opportunity for the business community 
across North Essex.

One of the key principles of Garden Communities 
is that they should be self-sustainable, self-
contained developments. This means ensuring 
citizens are able to live and work in close 
proximity – and the vision of the Councils is to 

create one job per household within a sustainable 
commuting distance of the three communities, 
meaning up to 45,000 new jobs across the three 
areas.

Creating the conditions, space, and infrastructure 
to aid business is therefore fundamental (and 
possible through the critical mass created by 
large scale development) and work has begun on 
creating an economic vision and strategy, looking 
at both the opportunities and challenges as well 
as how the three communities could fit within the 
wider North Essex context.

Business will have the chance to be part of 
this discussion as we have some fundamental 
questions to ask about what the future looks 
like. For example, do we want traditional jobs 
like those in retail or services, or will we be 
creating opportunities in industries like the 
digital and creative sectors? Will we look to 
attract big business looking to move out of 
London, or do we want to encourage start-ups 
or existing businesses to expand? And in terms 
of infrastructure how can we bring in the latest 
technological advances to aid businesses of the 
future. 
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www.colchesterultraready.com 
www.colchester.gov.uk/economicstrategy

Join us on the Colchester Journey
Colchester has been on a 2000 year journey. This Colchester Annual Economic Report 2016/17 
gives a snapshot of the Borough economy. There is more information about doing business in 
Colchester www.colchesterultraready.com

If you would like to discuss any aspect further please contact us.
Tel. 01206 282915 or email: enterprise@colchester.gov.uk

Follow us on Twitter: @ColchBusiness


